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ORDER

DISPOSITION: NEW RATES ESTABLISHED

Procedural Background

On May 5, 2006, Pete’s Mountain Water Company, Inc., (PMWC) filed
revised tariffs seeking to increase rates for water service, effective June 5, 2006. On May 23,
2006, we found good and sufficient cause to investigate the reasonableness of the proposed
rates and ordered they be suspended for a six-month period of time. See Order No. 06-249.

PMWC, the Commission Staff (Staff), and six customer intervenors
participated in the subsequent rate investigation. After settlement negotiations, PMWC,
Staff, and two intervenors entered into a Stipulation proposing the Commission approve a
$39,266 rate increase for the company. Two other intervenors (Intervenors) challenged the
Stipulation, and presented evidence and argument on issues primarily relating to costs paid to
or for the benefit of Suzanne and Terry Webber, the primary owner-operators of PMWC.
Specifically, Intervenors challenged the reasonableness of: (1) the salary paid to and
estimated hours of work performed by Ms. Webber; (2) the health care benefits paid to both
Ms. and Mr. Webber; and (3) PMWC’s transportation costs.

On December 4, 2006, we issued Order No. 06-657 and suspended PMWC’s
tariff filing for an additional three-month period, pursuant to ORS 757.215(1). We ruled that
additional time was needed to complete the rate investigation for two reasons. First, we
concluded that PMWC must file affiliated interest contracts for the wages and salaries paid to
the Webbers. Second, we preliminarily determined that there was insufficient evidence to
support the rates proposed in the Stipulation. To allow a further examination of the disputed
employee and transportation costs, we suggested that PMWC allow the investigation to
extend beyond the additional three-month suspension period. See ORS 757.215(2).

In response, PMWC undertook two actions. First, it filed affiliated interest
contracts for the Webbers on February 12, 2007. See Dockets UI 261 and UI 262. We
approved both applications at a March 13, 2007, Public Meeting. See Orders No. 07-106 and
07-107. Second, PMWC filed a written Stipulation agreeing to a further extension of the
suspension period through June 4, 2007, and moved to reopen the record to present additional
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evidence on the disputed costs. We extended the rate investigation accordingly and granted
PMWC’s request for additional proceedings. See Order No. 07-063.

Based on the record presented in this matter, we enter the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

PMWC is a small investor-owned water company located in West Linn,
Oregon. Terry and Suzanne Webber own 66 percent of the company. Another family
member owns the remaining third. The Webbers also own and operate a berry farm at their
home in Canby, Oregon, where Suzanne works as the bookkeeper. The Webbers’ home is
located 13.7 miles from PMWC’s water system. The system consists of two wells, a
140,000-gallon storage reservoir, pump station, pumps, and distribution lines. It serves 89
residential and two irrigation customers.

Under its current tariffs, PMWC charges a base rate of $30 per month, which
includes 600 cubic feet of water. PMWC also charges a variable rate of $3.25 per 100 cubic
feet for all usage above 600 cubic feet.

To operate its system, PMWC requires the personal services of 1.04 full-time
equivalent employees. As part of the many required tasks, an employee needs to physically
inspect the company’s pump house and equipment on an almost daily basis. The installation
and use of a remote video monitor would not eliminate the need for these daily visits. Due to
the potential theft of mail left in a mail box, PMWC also requires the use of a post office box
to receive customer payments and other correspondence.

The City of Scotts Mills (City) operates a water system comparable to
PMWC. Although not rate regulated by the Commission, the system serves approximately
130 customers in a similar geographic area. The City requires the equivalent of a full-time
employee at a cost of $39,290 per year for personal services, excluding payroll costs and
time donated by volunteers. The City does not provide employee benefits.

Applicable Law

In this rate proceeding, the Commission’s function involves two primary
steps. First, we must determine PMWC’s reasonable costs of providing service and expected
revenues, so that we can set utility rates at just and reasonable levels. Second, we must
allocate the revenue requirement among the utility’s customer classes.

As the applicant in this proceeding, PMWC bears “the burden of showing that
the rate or schedule of rates proposed to be established or increased or changed is just and
reasonable." ORS 757.210. This burden is borne by PMWC throughout the proceeding and
does not shift to any other party.
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Revenue Requirement

As noted above, PMWC and Staff submitted a Stipulation intended to resolve
all contested issues in this docket. Following the preliminary determination that the evidence
offered at the first hearing did not support the rates proposed in that Stipulation, Staff
reinvestigated PMWC’s operations and proposed a variety of adjustments to reflect
additional costs and savings that the company has incurred since the Stipulation. Although
neither PMWC nor Staff feel obligated by the earlier Stipulation, both support the previously
proposed revenue requirement, as adjusted based on updated information. Intervenors
continue to dispute employee and transportation costs.

In its original analysis of PMWC’s rate filing, Staff made numerous
adjustments to the company’s test period expenses, utility plant in service, and accumulated
depreciation. See Staff/100, Sloan/Dougherty/5-20. These adjustments served as the basis of
the Stipulation entered into with PMWC. During the additional proceedings, Staff updated
many of those adjustments to support a revised revenue requirement. See Staff/200,
Sloan/5-9. With the exception of any adjustment related to the disputed employee and
transportation costs that we address below, we find Staff’s adjustments to be reasonable and
conclude they should be adopted and included as part of PMWC’s revenue requirement.

Wages and Benefits

Positions of the Parties

PMWC and Staff support the stipulated test year amounts for employee wages
and benefits. These amounts include: (1) $42,192 per year (2,076 hours at $20.32 per hour)
paid to Suzanne Webber for performing duties as system operator and office manager;
(2) $2,000 per year (80 hours at $25 per hour) paid to Terry Webber for repairs, maintenance
and backup to Suzanne; (3) $12,144 for medical, dental, vision and life insurance to the
Webbers; and (4) $4,189 in payroll taxes.

To substantiate the need for a full-time employee, PMWC and Staff primarily
rely on a summary of time records kept by Ms. Webber for September 2006 through
February 2007. According to these records, Ms. Webber worked an average of more than
173 hours per month for PMWC. 1 PMWC also relies on evidence that the City of Scotts
Mills requires the equivalent of a full-time employee to operate a comparable water system.
As to wages, Staff contends that the hourly rates paid to the Webbers are comparable to rates

1 In its post-hearing brief, Intervenors, for the first time, request that the summary of time records be stricken
from the record because it fails to comply with the best evidence rule. Intervenors’ request is denied. First,
Intervenor’s objection is untimely. OAR 860-014-0045(3) requires parties objecting to the introduction of
evidence to do so at the time the evidence is offered. Here, Intervenors expressly did not object to the
introduction of the summary when offered at hearing. Second, the best evidence rule does not apply to
Commission proceedings. Rather, the admission of evidence is governed by OAR 860-014-0045(1)(b), which
allows relevant evidence to be admitted “[I]f it is a type commonly relied upon by reasonably prudent persons
in the conduct of their serious affairs.” We find the summary meets that standard.
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reported by the Oregon Employment Department and the American Water Works
Association for water system operators and office manager.

Intervenors renew their objections to the inclusion of such high employee
costs in PMWC’s revenue requirement. Intervenors do not dispute the hourly wage for
Mr. Webber. They contend, however, the company has failed to justify that Ms. Webber’s
duties constitute full-time employment. They claim the new summary differs little from what
she presented earlier in this case, and fails to refute her prior testimony that a portion of her
office hours is “just waiting-to-be-engaged-type stuff.” Intervenors also dispute the
comparison of PMWC to the water system operated by Scotts Mills. They contend that,
because the Scotts Mills system is not regulated by the Commission, the costs they incur for
running their system is not relevant to this investigation. The Intervenors also emphasize that
Scotts Mills provides no health care benefits to its employees.

Resolution

Determining the amount of reasonable employee costs has recently become
one of the most contentious aspects of water rate proceedings. This exercise is particularly
difficult in cases such as this, where the owners of the utility are also employees and the
employee costs constitute the single largest component of the utility’s proposed revenue
requirement.

Despite the considerable attention devoted by the parties to this issue, there is
little objective evidence to support PMWC’s request for recovery of $44,192 in wages and
$12,144 for health benefits. While Staff provided various third party sources as to
appropriate hourly rates, we have but two pieces of information supporting the need for a
full-time employee to operate and maintain the system. Surprisingly, we have no direct
information supporting the recovery of the requested heath care benefits.

Before addressing the evidence that exists in the record, we begin by noting
that we chose not to examine Ms. Webber’s wages and benefits separately. Both constitute
part of a total employee compensation package and, consequently, are inextricably linked.
Different employers may offer a different combination of wages and benefits to compensate
an employee for personal services. Some employers (as well as employees) may favor
higher wages in lieu of benefits; others may favor a greater benefits package. For this reason,
it is difficult to make a determination as to reasonable wages without simultaneously
examining benefits, and vice versa. Accordingly, we examine wages and salaries as one
combined cost to the utility, and establish a reasonable overall employee compensation cost
that PMWC may recover in rates for Ms. Webber’s services.

Turning to the evidence presented, we first conclude that PMWC has
established the need to recover the costs for employing Ms. Webber on a full-time basis. We
base this determination on the summary of the time records kept by Ms. Webber, indicating
an average of over 173 hours of work per month. As Staff and PMWC state, a small water
system operator performs a variety of managerial, technical, and financial tasks. We are
persuaded by Ms. Webber’s documentation that these tasks constitute a full-time job. We
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acknowledge Intervenors’ criticism that Staff did not review or audit the underlying records
used to prepare the summary. An audit, however, would have only examined whether the
time reported was correctly reflected in the summary.

Ms. Webber’s time records are also supported by a comparison of two other
water systems. First, the City of Scotts Mills requires the equivalent of a full-time employee
in the operation of its similarly-sized water system with 130 metered connections. Second,
the Long Butte Water Company employs one full-time employee for every 100 customers
connected to its system. While the operating expenses of each water utility must be
examined individually due to each system’s unique operating characteristics, PMWC’s need
to employ Ms. Webber on a full-time basis is consistent with the needs of other small water
utilities. Accordingly, with this amount of hours for Ms. Webber, combined with the
uncontested amounts for work performed by Mr. Webber, we find it reasonable for PMWC
to recover the costs for 1.04 FTE.

As to total wages and benefits for Ms. Webber, we conclude that PMWC
should be allowed to recover employee costs of $39,290. This is the amount introduced by
PMWC as to Scotts Mills’ annual costs expended for personal services to operate and
maintain its water system. As discussed above, the costs only covered wages, as the City
does not provide any health care benefits. Again, however, we examine employee
compensation as a whole and, accept this amount as the reasonable expense for employee
salaries and benefits to operate a comparable water system.

In reaching this decision, we again acknowledge the difficulty in comparing
the operating costs of water systems, but we accept PMWC’s assertion that the evidence
from Scott Mills is suitable for determining reasonable employee expenses in this rate
proceeding. We recognize that Scotts Mills also relies on volunteer help to operate its water
system. The amount of such uncompensated help, however, was not substantiated.
Moreover, the fact that Scotts Mills needs additional help to run its system can be explained
by the fact that it has 42 percent more customers than PMWC. Finally, PMWC also relies on
the services of Terry Webber, whose annual wages of $2,000 are in addition to those
approved for Ms. Webber.

Our decision to examine wages and salaries as one combined cost to the utility
presents a problem in determining the appropriate amount of payroll tax that may be
recovered by PMWC. As the name implies, payroll taxes are based solely on wages. The
approved overall employee compensation cost provides no isolated wage on which to base
the payroll tax, and we do not mandate any specific amount. Rather, PMWC will determine
how it intends to divide the overall compensation amount into wages and benefits.
Fortunately, PMWC has already provided information as to how it would make that division.
In its affiliated interest application, PMWC indicated that it would pay an additional amount,
up to 25 percent, of Ms. Webber’s gross salary for health insurance and pension. See
Staff/301, Dougherty/13. Accordingly, for purposes of setting the amount for payroll taxes
based on a combined amount of wages and benefits, we will deem that the benefits are equal
to 25 percent of wages.
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Finally, we appreciate Staff’s efforts to locate and introduce independent
wage data from government and water industry sources. Such data can be useful in helping
us determine the reasonable amount of wages that should be included in a water utility’s
revenue requirement. In this case, however, the data lacked two key components that greatly
diminished its value. First, the data focused only on hourly rates and did not include
consideration of employee benefits. As previously discussed, we cannot examine the
reasonableness of one without the other in determining overall employee compensation.
Second, the data failed to provide any justification for the amount of overall hours needed to
operate a water system like PMWC. In future dockets, we encourage Staff to identify
additional resources to provide such useful and objective information.

Transportation

Positions of the Parties

In its earlier Stipulation, PMWC and Staff recommended recovery of
transportation costs totaling $13,257. This figure primarily consisted of the lease of a Ford
F250 pick-up and an annual fuel expense. The stipulating parties, however, now support a
reduced transportation expense of $8,443.80. The parties explain that, in March 2006, the
company leased a smaller, more fuel efficient Ford F150 pick-up. The new truck reduces the
vehicle lease costs by $2,191.08 annually, and annual fuel costs by $1,606.

Intervenors object to the level of transportation costs. They believe the
company has failed to take reasonable steps to reduce the need for daily trips to the pump
house, the bank, and the post office. First, they suggest the company install a remote video
camera that would allow the Webbers to monitor the pump house from a home computer.
Second, Intervenors contend that the need for daily trips to the post office could be
eliminated with the installation of a locked mailbox at the Webber home.

Resolution

In setting rates, we allow a utility to recover only the costs of expenses
prudently incurred. For this reason, we expect all utilities to explore all reasonable options
for reducing operating costs.

We do not believe that PMWC has incurred imprudent transportation costs by
failing to install the equipment recommended by Intervenors. At both evidentiary hearings,
PMWC explained that the remote video monitor would not be capable of eliminating the
need for daily trips to the pump house. Ms. Webber expressly testified that, while possibly
providing limited visual information as to the pump’s activities, the monitor would not be
able to convey sufficient information that would allow her the ability to tell if the pumps
were operating correctly. For example, she testified that many problems can first be detected
by the sound and smell of the pump motors – information that would not be conveyed by the
monitor. We find her testimony persuasive and adopt it as fact.
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Ms. Webber also testified that the company uses a post office box to receive
customer bill payments due to the concerns of mail being stolen from a residential mailbox.
She also testified that mail had been stolen from their residence, and that even locked
mailboxes are susceptible to theft. Again, we find her testimony persuasive and support the
company’s use of a post office box, under the circumstances.

We appreciate PMWC’s decision to lease a smaller, more fuel efficient pick-
up truck, and conclude that the company should be allowed to recover $8,443.80 in annual
transportation expense.

Rate Design

In the Stipulation, PMWC and Staff proposed two primary changes to
PMWC’s rate design. First, they supported a rate design based on factors developed by the
American Water Works Association (AWWA) to allocate base rates by meter size. The
AWWA factors increase the rates charged to customers with larger meters to reflect the
greater potential demand on the water system. Second, the parties agreed to replace
PMWC’s existing one-tiered variable rate with a two-tiered variable rate. This rate design
divides the two tiers at the average customer use of 1,600 cubic feet/month. Customers will
pay relatively more when they exceed average use. This two-tier consumption rate better
reflects cost causation, and addresses some customers’ concern about the sustainability of an
adequate water supply.

Intervenors object to the proposed use of AWWA factors to allocate base rates
by meter size. They note that one of the two irrigation customers is actually a homeowners’
association that uses water to sprinkle-irrigate a common area less than a tenth of an acre.
While its actual water use is limited and only seasonal in nature, the common property is
served by a two-inch meter. Intervenors argue that increasing base rates by meter size would
disproportionately impact the homeowners’ association.

Resolution

We agree that base rates should reflect the potential demand for usage that a
customer may place upon a water system. Accordingly, we adopt Staff’s proposal to use
modified AWWA factors to allocate base rates by meter size, as the size of the meter is
generally the best measure of the maximum amount of a customer’s water usage. We
recognize, however, that a customer’s demand may also be controlled through the use of a
restrictor fitting placed in the water line. Accordingly, we will allow the company to allocate
base rates by either meter size or company approved restrictor fitting. This change in rate
design should be revenue neutral for PMWC.

We further find that the proposed use of two-tiered rate design is reasonable
and should be adopted. This inverted rate design will send a price signal for the conservation
of water.


















































